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"Be assured, fellow citizens, it is not our wrestling halls or the schools or our
system of liberal studies alone that educate the young, but far more our public
[narrative, dialogue]. It is [as it is] proclaimed in the theater that one is
crowned for virtue and nobility and patriotism.“
Aeschines iii, 264.
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ANCIENT CULTURAL IMPERIALISM, (ON STAGE?)…
A very strange crisis in newly Roman Greece …
The timeline …
The 190s –
Athens (and a few
allies) invite the
Roman Republic
into Greece, and
expect to educate
its new
generations…

The 160s –
Athens becomes
Rome’s favoured
university town
and tax-exempt
banking center in
the east
Mediterranean

Early 130s –
The ‘Attic Dionysiac
Guild’ begins touring
companies
showcasing
Athenians theatrical
classics around
Greece

134 – 132
Local Greek towns sue
(in Roman courts) to
ban Athens from
touring and entering,
winning, theatrical
competitions

Athenian drama was now in great demand in the west, and to fill that demand it
went into business in Greece. It had been, after Alexander, the one time-honored
Athenian export to the "provincial" towns that did not seem to imply overlordship,
but the traveling shows had been occasional and casual.
The Attic Dionysiac Guild now began to travel with its shows everywhere and to
‘sell’ well, and from the Roman point of view nothing can have been better. A willing
ally, an agreeable, energetic and familiar client of Rome turning into the fashionable
voice throughout the smaller towns of Greece was a good thing, and traveling
troupes putting on classical Athenian plays made the voice of Athens feel
legitimate and authentically Greek.

A WORLD OF THEATRE SAVED NOT BY ITS CITY,
BUT BY STUDENTS, TOURISTS, AND IMMIGRANTS

In 138 or just after, the regional
Greek dramatic troupes sued the
Athenian guild in the Roman courts

But the Roman governor wanted the Greek theatrical
“voice” … and suggested the regional theaters ‘adopt’
Athenian troupes … exactly what they didn’t want

The street running from the prytaneion up along east of the Acropolis to the
theater entrances – essentially today’s Adrianou curving over into Dionysios
Areopagitou – had now become the focus of
how Athens dominated the theatrical world.
It was clustered, along its upslope side, with
the monuments of those choregoi whose
productions had won prizes, by this time
perhaps three or four hundred of them,
though just one remains.

These monuments
were not just to the
productions, but to
the hard questions
and values the classic
plays dealt with …

Looking down from the back rows over the
heads of wealthy outsiders in the good
seats, Athenians listened to public
proclamations about benefactors before
each play … Someone else paid for their
culture now.

But a famous Athenian had prepared them
for this centuries earlier …
During the sabbatical
year, my responsibilities
grew – the Education Unit
was added to my Arts &
Humanities Division, and
a number of other
conferences as well …

"Be assured, fellow citizens, it is not our
wrestling halls or the schools or our system
of liberal studies alone that educate the
young, but far more our public [narrative,
dialogue]. It is [as it is] proclaimed in the
theater that one is crowned for virtue and
nobility and patriotism.“
Aeschines iii, 264.

And, after the tragedy, very little comedy … and what there was of it …

Revivals of classic fifth-century tragedies
because the visitors needed to buy into … to be changed by those

Menander, but unless someone really pushed, no Aristophanes.
“Family comedy,” not social
Romans and Greeks
commentary …

seemed to have
concluded together
that the Old Comedy
had been too
disturbing (Horace,
who was himself
pretty ironic and
critical of culture,
expected general
agreement when he
said the Aristophanes
sort of thing deserved
curbing by the law).

Caesar, Brutus, Sulla,
Cicero, Cassius

Athens, now as a
university town, was
‘exporting’ humane
ideas about culture
(or less humane ‘power
politics’ ideas about
manipulating it) to a
world of young ‘power
players’ …

This was a world that NEEDED the questions, the protests,
the perspective under stress that the classic tragedians pressed …

Athens – the “must-stop” book market
(for plays, production commentaries and the issues raised) …

Even with that, the
apostle Paul found the
questions relevant
enough, he felt it
worthwhile to quote
both dramatists and
poets when he argued
Christianity on the
Areopagus a generation
or two after the
Republic fell.
Mars Hill & Akropolis,
Leo von Klenz

It was not the Christian church that killed the culture of theater in Athens, but the
change in the Empire itself. the feeling of being under siege meant a premium on
different skills in its educational centers, reminiscent of 2020 …

… not introspection and queries about justice or virtue, but motivational propaganda
(what classicists call the ‘second sophistic’) and hard, technical skills required by
failing economies and over-stretched armies.

Even in its collapse, the voice of
Athenian theater was always,
somehow, speaking.

The challenge now,
with closed theaters
around the world,
but civil liberties and
values in danger is the durability of the
questions Athenian
theater had asked…

Athens – Epidauros Theater Festival 2020 programme, now suspended

THE VOICE IS STILL
NEEDED

Thank you
for …
listening …

D. P. WICK

